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A audit of WestWorld Marketing & 
Concession Contracts was included on the 
City Council-approved fiscal year (FY) 
2017/18 Audit Plan to evaluate selected 
contracts for contract compliance, 
effectiveness and administration.  
 
 
 
 

 

The primary contracts are 2013-186-COS 
WestWorld Food and Alcohol License and 
Marketing Agreement (Food & Marketing 
Agreement), and 2013-191-COS Monterra 
Food and Alcohol License Agreement 
(Monterra Agreement). The review also 
sampled event contracts with terms that 
impacted the Agreements’concession fees. 

In December 2013, the City awarded both the 
Food & Marketing and the Monterra 
Agreements to National Western Capital 
Corporation (NWCC).  

NWCC has held a food and alcohol license for 
Monterra  since 2002, sublicensing operations 
to M Culinary Concepts since 2013.Under the 
Food & Marketing Agreement, most 
WestWorld events are now required to use 
this provider for concessions and catering. 

Marketing services, intially subcontracted to 
a marketing agency, are currently managed 
by NWCC employees. The primary objective 
of the marketing services contract was to 
generate additional events to cover 
WestWorld’s operating costs and recover 
some of the $52 million cost to construct the 
multi-use Tony Nelssen Equestrian Center 
(TNEC).  

 

  

AUDIT HIGHLIGHTS 

WHY WE DID THIS AUDIT 

BACKGROUND 

WestWorld Marketing & Concession Contracts 
January 17, 2018 Audit Report No. 1806 
 

WHAT WE FOUND 
A more fully developed Marketing Plan may help improve its effectiveness. 
The marketing vendor has been successful at increasing event-related revenues, 
but results have not met the Food & Marketing Agreement targets. Some factors 
that may help reduce this gap are: 

• Including more research and analysis in developing marketing strategies, 
• Addressing identified marketing challenges and private use restrictions on 

TNEC and WestWorld, 
• Including additional stakeholder reviews of the marketing plan, and  
• Ensuring contract-required marketing activities are addressed. 

Concession revenues were generally reported in accordance with terms, but 
exceptions were not documented and some terms are unclear. 
Food and alcohol revenues were generally reported correctly. However, 
WestWorld sometimes had the subcontractor pay event producers on the City’s 
behalf, and resulting use fee reductions were not transparent. Reports to City 
Council do not estimate the impact of the negotiated terms. Additionally, certain 
use fees do not appear to be applied consistent with contract terms, and 
additional terms are needed to guide contractor-produced events. 

Several aspects of contract administration need improvement. 
Among others: 
• The Contract Administrator received a personal discount from one of the 

contractors, which may not comply with the City’s ethics code. 
• Certain contract requirements have not been applied. 
• Information provided to City Council was not always accurately or clearly 

presented. 
• The vendor’s use of the WestWorld name and ownership of the WestWorld 

website and social media sites do not appear to comply with requirements. 

WHAT WE RECOMMEND 
We recommend the WestWorld General Manager:  

• Require the marketing vendor to include more research and analysis in 
developing marketing strategies, and to complete required activities.  

• And the City Manager include additional stakeholder review of the marketing 
plan and work with the contractor to address identified challenges. 

• Ensure transparent reporting of event revenues, expenses and contract 
terms. 

• More consistently apply contract requirements, and consult with the City 
Attorney’s office regarding contract clarifications. 

The City Manager should request Human Resources review a potential ethics issue. 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE 
The Department agreed with most recommendations. 

City Auditor’s Office 
City Auditor  480 312-7867 
Integrity Line 480 312-8348 

www.ScottsdaleAZ.gov 
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BACKGROUND 

In December 2013, the City awarded a contract to National Western Capital Corporation 
(NWCC) for WestWorld marketing services and the food and alcohol license. This contract was 
approved in combination with an updated food and alcohol 
license agreement for Monterra, which had been held by 
NWCC since 2002. With the new agreements, NWCC gained 
exclusive rights (with a few exceptions) to provide the food 
and alcohol for all WestWorld and Monterra events. 

The primary objective of the marketing services contract 
was to generate additional events to cover WestWorld’s 
operating losses. Table 1 on page 4 summarizes the City 
Treasurer’s Statements of Operations for WestWorld. With 
the $52 million construction of the air-conditioned, multi-
use Tony Nelssen Equestrian Center (TNEC) opened in 
November 2013, the City anticipated recovering some of 
those costs through increased facility rentals. Figure 1 
illustrates the WestWorld property. 

After an unsuccessful solicitation for sales and marketing services, the City worked with the 
existing Monterra contractor, NWCC. The resulting negotiated agreement combined marketing 
services with the food and alcohol license.  

 

Figure 1. WestWorld Site Map 

 
SOURCE: Auditor compiled images from www.WestWorldAZ.com  

Contracts with NWCC  
2013-186-COS 
WestWorld Food and Alcohol License and 
Marketing Agreement (Food & Marketing 
Agreement) 

2013-191-COS 
Monterra Food and Alcohol License 
Agreement (Monterra Agreement) 

 BOR Agreement 
1988-052-COS 
Cost-Sharing and Land Use Agreement 
(BOR Agreement) 

http://www.westworldaz.com/
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Table 1. City Treasurer’s Statements of Operations for WestWorld, FY 2012/13 – FY 2016/17 
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Key Parties and Agreements 

In 1982, the City entered into a Cost-Sharing and Land Use Agreement with the federal Bureau 
of Reclamation (BOR) to develop and operate an equestrian-related recreation facility on 132 
acres of BOR land that lie north of the Central Arizona Project canal and east of Pima Road. 
Although originally outsourced, these facilities, now known as WestWorld, have been City-
operated since 1997. Figure 2 summarizes the relevant key parties and agreements. 

In March 2012, City Council approved using $42.8 million in MPC bond funding to enclose, 
climate control and expand the existing open-air arena.1 The new Tony Nelssen Equestrian 
Center (TNEC) has a reconfigurable 120,000 square foot arena, with a 117,000 square foot 
North Hall and a 37,000 square foot South Hall that can be used for various types of events.  
 

Figure 2. Structure of Key Parties and Agreements 

 
 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of contractual relationships and roles. 

                                            
1 Municipal Property Corporation (MPC) is a non-profit corporation created by the City as a financing 
mechanism for constructing or acquiring capital improvement projects. MPC bonds do not require voter 
approval and are to be repaid through project revenues rather than the City’s property tax levy. 
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National Western Capital Corporation 

The City had contracted with NWCC for limited operations at WestWorld since 2002. At that 
time, with approval from the City and the federal Bureau of Reclamation, NWCC acquired 
from the previous operator the Restaurant and Catering Concession Agreement (City contract 
960214A) and sub-license agreement to operate the Monterra restaurant and event facility 
and catering service at WestWorld. The agreement, with a term of January 1996 through 
2032, gave NWCC and its sub-licensee exclusive rights to serve food and alcohol at Monterra 
and non-exclusive rights to serve food and alcohol in the rest of WestWorld. In 2013, NWCC 
contracted M Culinary Concepts as the sub-licensee for Monterra operations.    

Monterra Agreement 

The 2013 Monterra Food and Alcohol License Agreement replaces the 1996 Restaurant and 
Catering Concession Agreement and is very similar in most respects but is better aligned with 
the Food & Marketing Agreement. As with the previous agreement, the vendor pays the City 
2% of all Gross Food Sales for events held at Monterra and the term of the agreement expires 
when the BOR Agreement expires, in 2032. Also similar to previous terms, the City may 
terminate the Monterra Agreement at any time, with a penalty fee of $2,000,000. 

M Culinary Concepts, NWCC’s sublicensee, manages the building operations, including 
equipment and building maintenance, and its catering unit, M Catering, handles the booking 
and catering of all Monterra events. Table 2 summarizes the Gross Food Sales reported and 
the associated use fees paid to the City during the last 3 fiscal years. 

 

Table 2. Monterra Sales and Use Fees 
 

  
FY 2014/15 FY 2015/16 FY 2016/17 

Gross Food Sales $447,229 $447,068 $255,025 

2% Monterra Revenue 1 $8,751 $8,941 $5,101 
 

¹ FY 2014/15 use fees were slightly less than 2% ($194) due to a calculation error in one quarter. 

 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of vendor’s quarterly Monterra revenue reports to WestWorld. 

 

WestWorld Food and Alcohol License 

The new Food & Marketing Agreement awards NWCC the food and alcohol license for all 
WestWorld sites, so most concessions and catering at WestWorld are now managed by one 
provider, M Culinary Concepts (NWCC’s sublicensee). The 3 largest, long-established events at 
WestWorld are named in the Agreement as excluded from this requirement.2 Previously, 
event producers could select from a number of concessionaires contracted through 
WestWorld.   

                                            
2 In January 2017, the City renegotiated the contract for one of the three excluded events. In return 
for a share of concession use fees, the new contract requires the event’s food and alcohol to be 
provided by WestWorld’s contractor. 
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Food & Alcohol license use fees for non-Monterra activity 
are tiered by service type: 

• 10% of Gross Food Sales from catering. This is food 
and alcohol service ordered in advance as a single 
order, served to a group, paid for through a single 
payment or billing.  

• 20% of Gross Food Sales from all other food service. 
This is food and beverage sold to individuals. 

• 30% of Gross Food Sales from alcohol services.  

The sublicensee, M Culinary, reports event revenues and 
reviews supporting documentation, such as register reports 
and catering invoices, with WestWorld staff a few days 
after an event.  Quarterly, M Culinary submits a report of 
all concession and catering revenues and pays the 
calculated use fees to WestWorld. Over the last 3 fiscal 
years, these fees have totaled almost $1.7 million, as 
shown in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. WestWorld Food & Alcohol Sales and Use Fees 
 

 
FY 2014/15 FY 2015/16 FY 2016/17 3 Year Total 

Catering Sales    $   430,539          724,113          449,879           1,604,531  

Food & Beverage Sales       1,270,354        1,365,349        1,539,803           4,175,507  

Alcohol Sales          966,833           906,419           884,904           2,758,156  

Use Fees (% of sales)      $526,012      $556,782         $599,793      $1,682,587  
 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of vendor’s quarterly WestWorld revenue reports.  

 

Kitchen Requirements 

The Food & Marketing Agreement also required NWCC to design and equip TNEC’s five new 
kitchens; one kitchen was to be completed by June 30, 2014, and the remainder by 
September 30, 2016. 3  

NWCC transferred this responsibility to its sublicensee.4 M Culinary provided the kitchen 
design work and then installed equipment after the City completed the final build-out 
construction. The construction build out, including electrical, gas and water stubs and 
meters, plumbing, sewer drains, roll-up doors, exhaust fans, communication ports, grease 
traps, and floor and wall finishes, for the last four kitchens was completed in November 2016 
and the kitchens were equipped and operational in January 2017.  
                                            
3 The last 4 kitchens’ completion was originally due by June 30, 2016 but this date was revised to 
September 30, 2016 in Amendment 2, approved in March 2016. 
4 Specific terms of this sublicense agreement have not been shared with WestWorld management. 

Gross Food Sales 
“Any and all receipts, rents, credits, 
payments in kind, amounts collected, 
amounts rebated to Vendor and other 
amounts of every description or sources 
of revenue or other rights or benefits of 
every description received directly or 
indirectly from Food Service, Alcohol 
Service and any and all other 
transactions, business or activity 
conducted at or from the Use Areas by 
Vendor or any sublessee or other person 
using the Use Areas during the term of 
this Agreement. Gross Food Sales 
excludes sales, transaction privilege or 
similar taxes. Gross Food Sales excludes 
complimentary goods or services 
provided if no direct or indirect payment 
or other quid pro quo is requested or 
given.” 

Contract 2013-186-COS, section 3.1.3.1 
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Marketing Services 

As originally presented to City Council, NWCC initially subcontracted with a sports marketing 
firm to perform the Food & Marketing Agreement’s marketing activities. According to vendor 
representatives, this arrangement was terminated in March 2015 due to budget constraints 
and marketing approach differences between WestWorld management and the marketing 
firm. Since then, two NWCC employees have been primarily responsible for the marketing 
activities. This NWCC marketing team works on-site, renting office space in the WestWorld 
administrative building.  

The Food & Marketing Agreement requires semi-annual evaluations of marketing performance 
based on established revenue thresholds. The City has the option to terminate the Agreement 
unless the marketing contractor meets the following performance measures: 

a) Starting July 1, 2016, WestWorld event-related revenues must exceed the Marketing 
Measure Threshold during any year of the Agreement, as summarized in Figure 3. 

b) Starting January 2016, projected revenues for contracted events are expected to 
exceed 80% of the year’s Marketing Measure Threshold by January 1st.  

 

Figure 3. Marketing Measure Thresholds for Evaluating Marketing Performance 
 

 
Note: Starting in FY 2016/17, the Marketing Measure Threshold increases by 4% annually. 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of contract 2013-186-COS, Exhibit C: Marketing Measure Thresholds. 

 

Marketing Measure Threshold – This threshold is the benchmark for Marketing Measure 
Revenues. These include all WestWorld revenues from event contracts and supplemental 
sources, such as RV rental fees, parking fees, use fees from the Food & Marketing and 
Monterra Agreements, Feed & Bedding sales, sponsorships and filming rights. 

Marketing Fee — Although partially based on the same revenue calculation, the Marketing Fee 
is not tied to whether the Marketing Measure Threshold is met. Marketing services 
compensation consists of a base fee and an added percentage fee if WestWorld revenues fall 
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within specified ranges. Figure 4 summarizes the contract-stipulated base fees and 
percentage fee ranges. 

Unless terminated sooner as allowed by the Agreement, the Food & Marketing Agreement 
term expires in June 2024, with two options for additional 5-year extensions. 

 

Figure 4. Marketing Fee Provisions 
 

 
 

Note: The Base Marketing Fee is reduced in FY 2016/17 to offset the City paying the full fee for a 
partial year when the contract started. Additionally, 4% annual increases are applied beginning with FY 
2016/17. 

 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of contract 2013-186-COS, Exhibit E and Section 3.2.3. 

 

As summarized in Table 4, since the requirement became effective in January 2016, the 
contractor has not met the Marketing Measure Thresholds, but has earned additional 
marketing fees.  

 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. Marketing Measure Revenues and Marketing Fees 
 

Fiscal Year: 2012/13  2013/14 a 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17  

Facility Rental 
 

$1,617,444 $2,050,602 $2,134,970 $2,205,750 $2,604,680 

Concession Fees 
 

223,836 191,380 354,902 487,513 392,106 

Feed & Bedding 
 

499,264 548,330 499,691 566,127 463,286 

Parking  
 

48,834 58,591 110,931 96,927 88,280 

RV Revenue 
 

257,509 232,802 270,661 251,685 297,593 

Misc Event-related  243,186 282,481 249,850 320,598 372,651 

Marketing Measure Revenues $2,890,073 $3,364,186 $3,621,005 $3,928,600 $4,218,596 
       

Marketing Measure Threshold n/a n/a $4,000,000 $5,200,000 $5,400,000 

Marketing Measure 
Threshold met? 

n/a n/a  NO  NO  NO  

       

Percentage Marketing Fee n/a  0  42,101  72,860  102,789  

Base Marketing Fee  200,000 200,000 200,000 108,000 

Total Marketing Fee n/a $200,000 $242,101 $272,860 $210,789 
 
a TNEC opened in November 2013 and the Food & Marketing contract was executed in December 
2013. 
 

 

 SOURCE: Auditor analysis of SmartStream reports and contract 2013-186-COS. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

An audit of WestWorld Marketing & Concession Contracts was included on the City Council-
approved fiscal year (FY) 2017/18 Audit Plan. The audit objective was to evaluate the 
marketing and selected concession contracts for contract compliance, effectiveness and 
administration.  

Through preliminary research we determined that the primary marketing and concessions 
contracts in effect at WestWorld are the two contracts with National Western Capital 
Corporation (NWCC). Individual event contracts may also have negotiated terms that may 
impact concession use fees to WestWorld and a sample of these were also reviewed. The 
following contracts related to marketing and concessions were reviewed: 

• Contracts between the City and National Western Capital Corporation executed in 
December 2013. 

• 2013-186-COS WestWorld Food and Alcohol License and Marketing Agreement 
(and subsequent amendments 1 and 2) 

• 2013-191-COS Monterra Food and Alcohol Agreement 
• 2015-018-COS WestWorld Office License Agreement executed in October 2015. 

• Various event contracts between WestWorld and event producers, including: 

• 2015-013-COS WestWorld Event Agreement (Bike Week) 
• 2016-045-COS WestWorld Event Agreement (Bentley Polo 2016) 
• 2014-069-COS WestWorld Event Agreement (Fourth of July Festival) 
• 2014-147-COS WestWorld Event Agreement (Goodguys) 

To increase our understanding of the marketing and concession contracts, we reviewed City 
Council and WestWorld Subcommittee meeting records for discussions relating to the NWCC 
contracts. We interviewed the WestWorld General Manager and Management Analyst, NWCC 
representatives at WestWorld, and M Culinary Concepts staff (including the Director of 
Finance, Bookkeeper and General Manager for WestWorld).  

To gain further understanding of WestWorld operations, we reviewed past City Auditor audits, 
WestWorld Financial Operations Reports No. 0526B-0526G and WestWorld’s Financial 
Operations Report No. 1304. We also reviewed the City’s contract with the Bureau of 
Reclamation, contract 1988-052-COS Cost Sharing and Land Use Agreement executed in July 
1982 and interviewed Bureau representatives for clarification of terms relating to WestWorld 
property uses.  

To accomplish the audit objectives, we: 

• Reviewed M Culinary’s processes used to record and report revenues to WestWorld, 

• Reviewed M Culinary’s quarterly use fee reports to WestWorld from January 2014 
through July 2017 to verify the accuracy of use fee calculations and evaluated the 
completeness of the fee reports against company financial reports and catering 
revenue reports, 

• Selected a sample of events and reviewed supporting documentation for reported 
amounts, including register reports, cashier close-out reports, catering and other 
invoices, 
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• Reviewed a sample of event contracts that impacted WestWorld’s concession use fees 
and evaluated the overall impact of the negotiated terms to WestWorld’s revenues, 

• Reviewed available NWCC reports of marketing or revenue analysis, 

• Reviewed NWCC’s annual Marketing & Sales Plans submitted to WestWorld, and 

• Reviewed the WestWorld contract administrator’s files for compliance with City AR 
requirements for contract administration, such as maintaining documentation of 
equipment inventories and pertinent contract-related communications. 

Our audit found that a more fully developed marketing plan may help improve marketing 
effectiveness, concession revenues were generally reported in accordance with contract 
term, but exceptions to use fee terms were not adequately documented, and some terms 
were unclear. Also, we observed a potential ethics concern that should be further reviewed. 
As well, some aspects of contract administration need to be more consistently managed, such 
as ensuring contractual deadlines are met, equipment inventories are provided, reports to 
Council are accurate, use fee reports are effectively reviewed and vendor roles are 
appropriately defined. 

We conducted this audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards as required by Article III, Scottsdale Revised Code §2-117 et seq. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to 
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We 
believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. Audit work took place from August to December 
2017. 
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

1. A more fully developed Marketing Plan may help improve its effectiveness. 

While the marketing vendor, NWCC, has been successful in bringing new events to 
WestWorld and increasing event-related revenues, results have not met the Food & 
Marketing Agreement targets. As shown in Figure 5, a substantial gap exists between 
actual revenues and the target Marketing Measure Threshold.  

 

Figure 5. Marketing Measure Revenues and Threshold 

 
 
Note: The Tony Nelssen Equestrian Center opened in November 2013 and the Food & Marketing 
Agreement was executed in December 2013 (FY 2013/14). 
 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of SmartStream reports and contract 2013-186-COS. 

 

Factors contributing to the revenue gap may include that some contract-required 
marketing activities have not been conducted, and the marketing plan lacks certain 
research and analysis. 

 

(continued on next page) 
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Common Marketing Terms 

Marketing Strategy - A statement 
(implicit or explicit) of how a brand or 
product line will achieve its objectives. 
The strategy provides decisions and 
direction regarding variables such as the 
segmentation of the market, 
identification of the target market, 
positioning, marketing mix elements, 
and expenditures.  

Marketing Plan - A document composed 
of an analysis of the current marketing 
situation, opportunities and threats 
analysis, marketing objectives, 
marketing strategy, action programs, 
and projected or pro-forma income (and 
other financial) statements. This plan 
may be the only statement of the 
strategic direction of a business, but it is 
more likely to apply only to a specific 
brand or product.  

American Marketing Association 

 

 

A. Further development of the Marketing Plan may help effectiveness of marketing 
efforts. 

Annually, the marketing vendor has been submitting a Marketing & Sales Plan, 
describing the marketing objectives, challenges faced, and target market segments 
with the planned strategies for each. However, the plan lacks research and analysis to 
support the strategies and conclusions. Also, having additional stakeholder review of 
the plan’s marketing objectives and strategies could help to ensure marketing efforts 
are aligned with organizational goals for WestWorld and vendor-identified challenges 
are evaluated.  

1. The marketing plan does not include thorough analysis of the current market 
situation.  

• Based on the American Marketing 
Association’s definitions, marketing plan 
development includes data-driven situation 
and industry analysis to determine the 
factors that may influence marketing 
strategies, such as internal and external 
forces, market size and competition, and 
future growth estimates. The vendor’s 
marketing plan does not incorporate these 
factors.  

• The vendor has not provided a capacity 
utilization analysis or revenue analysis since 
January 2015. At that time, a separate 
marketing agency, subcontracted by NWCC 
to conduct the marketing activities, 
prepared the analysis.  

• While WestWorld staff is familiar with its 
equestrian facility competition, the multi-
use facility competitive market has not 
been closely analyzed. The NWCC staff 
indicated they have informally identified 
local competitors for special event venues 
but have not conducted a systematic 
analysis, such as comparing facility 
features, location, parking availability, and size.   

• NWCC and WestWorld management have not fully evaluated potential pricing 
strategies to further the City’s objectives for WestWorld. The vendor’s 
Marketing & Sales Plan comments that WestWorld rental prices are “very low” 
and refers to this as a factor that supports WestWorld’s branding. However, 
low-price has not been identified as a marketing strategy or how this strategy 
would achieve the City’s desired revenue results.  

While informally suggesting that tiered rental rates based on high and low 
demand times could help increase event revenue, the vendor has not proposed 
specific rate changes. As well, a pricing analysis has not been conducted to 
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help substantiate WestWorld management’s requests for rate changes. Pricing 
for comparable equestrian facilities are routinely verified, but a comparative 
pricing analysis has not been compiled for multi-use event venues.  During the 
May 2016 request to City Council for approval of seasonal and new event rental 
rate discounts, City staff did not provide any supporting analysis for the 
specific proposed changes.  

2. Marketing challenges the vendor identified in the marketing plan have not been 
addressed by WestWorld management, but the plan lacks sufficient information to 
enable decision-making. Further, the marketing plan challenges do not reference 
the limitations on scheduling private events at WestWorld. 

• As one example of identified challenges, the 2017 marketing plan stated that 
the multi-use tent’s temporary status would inhibit rental reservations because 
event producers normally plan at least one year out.5 However, evaluation of 
this concern has not included specific financial analysis of past actual and 
future projected revenues and costs for the tent. 

• Both the BOR requirements for WestWorld and the use of tax-exempt municipal 
bonds to fund the TNEC construction severely restrict renting the facilities for 
private use.  

• The BOR requires the WestWorld facilities be used for public recreational 
purposes, broadly defined as events with public benefit and accessible to 
the general public. However, case-by-case exceptions have been made in 
the past, generally for private events held within larger public events, and 
the BOR allows private events at Monterra. As well, without first obtaining 
documented approval of BOR, WestWorld management recently approved at 
least two annual events that were not open to the public.  

To effectively market sales of the event venues, BOR parameters need to 
be more clearly defined and incorporated into the marketing strategy. 

• The tax-exempt bonds issued for TNEC construction result in a private use 
limitation. Private use of the bond-funded facility has to be less than 10% of 
its total use. This specific limitation has not been previously considered by 
WestWorld management but needs to be incorporated into the marketing 
strategy.   

3. Having the Marketing & Sales Plan reviewed by additional stakeholders, such as the 
City Manager and/or the Council’s WestWorld Subcommittee, may help ensure that 
it is aligned with the City’s short-term and long-term goals for WestWorld.  

Currently, the WestWorld General Manager, as contract administrator, has sole 
approval of the marketing objectives and strategies. In 2013, the City Council 
directed staff to work with a marketing contractor to bring added professional 
experience to marketing the newly expanded WestWorld facilities. With the current 
marketing contract, the contractor’s representatives work under the direction of 

                                            
5 In March 2017, City Council voted to allow the WestWorld tent to remain in use for one year and 
directed the City Manager to formulate a masterplan for WestWorld, including negotiating a long-term 
agreement with Barrett-Jackson. 
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“Marketing activities shall include 
advertising; event and consumer 
promotions; database/relationship 
marketing; public relations; website 
maintenance, enhancements, and 
development; and online marketing 
programs and promotions.” 

Contract 2013-186-COS, Section 4.39.3 

the WestWorld General Manager, whose marketing and sales approach has primarily 
focused on “use days” rather than financial results. 6  

B. Some marketing activities required by the agreement have not been conducted. 

Some marketing activities required by the Food & Marketing Agreement have not been 
performed or have been minimally performed. The marketing vendor’s activities have 
been primarily sales-focused, prioritizing contacts with potential event producers and 
new event bookings.   

• Advertising for WestWorld has been 
limited to producing a few promotional 
brochures and flyers, and event 
promotion has consisted of reposting 
customer event notices on WestWorld on 
website and social media pages. Other 
agreement-specified activities, such as 
database marketing, public relations, and 
online marketing, are not part of the 
current marketing plan and have not 
been performed.  

• Annual marketing tasks have not been developed. The Food & Marketing 
Agreement requires the marketing vendor to annually submit the “Annual 
Marketing Tasks.” Though not defined in the contract, this generally would be 
short-term, measurable activities to further the marketing objectives.  

• Annual performance reports required by the contract have not been submitted. 
The contract requires the vendor to submit, after the end of each fiscal year, a 
report on the effectiveness of marketing activities along with other 
documentation, as determined by the Contract Administrator, to demonstrate 
compliance with contract requirements. Performance reports have not been 
requested or submitted. As well, the vendor does not compile and provide 
cumulative information on its activities, such as number of contacts made, 
reasons events are cancelled or do not result in contracts, revenues by event 
type, venue capacity utilization, or other marketing and sales performance.  

 
Recommendations: 

The WestWorld General Manager should: 

A. Require the vendor to incorporate more data and research-based analysis, 
including a complete pricing analysis, to support the marketing plan’s conclusions 
and strategies. Further, City staff should work with the vendor and other 
stakeholders to address challenges, such as private-use limitations.  

The City Manager should consider establishing additional reviews and input to help 
ensure that the WestWorld marketing plan’s objectives and strategies are aligned 
with City goals.  

B. Require the vendor to complete the marketing activities described in the contract. 

                                            
6 WestWorld counts a “use day” when any portion of the grounds is reserved, regardless of event size or 
revenue results. 
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2. Concession revenues were generally reported in accordance with terms, but 
exceptions were not documented and some terms are unclear. 

The subcontractor generally reported food and alcohol revenues correctly, with only 
minor errors observed in the 10 events that we tested and the 3 years of use fee reports 
we reviewed. However, the City’s concession use fees are sometimes reduced when 
WestWorld management has the subcontractor pay, on the City’s behalf, credits due to 
event producers. Resulting changes to revenue are not transparent in accounting records, 
and reports to the City Council do not estimate the impact of the negotiated terms. 
Additionally, some terms within the Food & Marketing Agreement need clarification. 

A. Negotiated event contracts sometimes result in food and alcohol credits to the event 
producers that exceed their WestWorld facility fees, and the net impact to WestWorld 
revenues is not transparent in accounting records or in reports to City Council. 

1. For some events, negotiated event contracts credit the event producer a portion of 
the City’s concession fees; this credit reduces the event producer’s invoice for 
WestWorld facility fees. In 2 of the 10 events reviewed, the concession credits 
exceeded the invoiced amount due. In these instances, WestWorld management 
had the Food & Alcohol subcontractor pay the event producer the excess balance 
and then credit that amount against its own concession fees owed. This process 
allowed WestWorld to avoid recording an event expense in the City’s accounting 
records, and some concession fees were recorded as other event fee types. Figure 
6 illustrates the processes used for negative invoice balances resulting from 
concession fee credits. 

Figure 6. Accounting for Concession Fee Credits to Event Producers 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SOURCE: Auditor analysis of event invoices, quarterly concession reports, and accounting revenue entries. 

 
WestWorld Event Invoice: 
Facility Rental $  7,914 

Support Charges     1,740  

Ticket Surcharges 2,616 

Taxes        170  

Credit: Concession Fees (16,127) 

less Initial Deposit  (1,500) 
Final Invoice Balance 
(paid by Food & Alcohol 

subcontractor) 

   
$(5,186) 

Event Concession Fees from  
Food & Alcohol Subcontractor 
Catering  $ 5,258 

Food & Bev 4,944 

Alcohol 27,925 

   Less Amt Paid to Producer (5,186) 
   Less Credit for Liquor 

License Enforcement (678) 

Net Payment to City $32,263 

Concess.
Fees 

$21,323 

Facility 
Rental, 
$6,584 

Labor 
Fees, 

$1,740 

Basin 
Mgmt 
Fund, 
$2,616 

WestWorld 
Revenue Records 
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Therefore, the concession fees in Tables 1 and 4 do not represent the full amounts 
earned. While not material to the City’s revenues, these procedures mask the 
actual event results and make analysis and forecasting more difficult. 

2. The potential impact of negotiated contract terms is not estimated when 
presenting Council with event contracts for approval. To adequately evaluate the 
cost-benefit of event contracts, projected revenues and expected benefits should 
be determined. However, past council reports have not been clear about the costs 
and benefits to the City. Table 5 summarizes the net revenue impact of two 
examples of negotiated event contracts. 

 

Table 5. Examples of Impact of Negotiated Event Contracts 
 

 Event A, Apr 2016 
Base Fee includes use of Lots A, C, 

F, G, T, H, East & West Polo Field (8 
Move In/Out days, 5 Event days), 
and 499.5 hrs of cleaning labor 

Event B, Nov 2015 
Base Fee includes the Tent, Lots A & 
C, East & West Polo Fields (5 Move 

In/Out days, 3 Event days) 

 Contracted & 
Invoiced 

Standard Fee 
Schedule 

Contracted & 
Invoiced 

Standard Fee 
Schedule 

Base Fee    $   30,000  87,778          41,500     50,095  

Addt'l use areas             6,800  50,900            2,200       2,196  

Misc Equip Rental & Labor charges             5,775             5,775             8,568       8,568  

RV Revenue           30,996            30,996   n/a   n/a  

Ticket Surcharges           23,145            23,145           12,847      12,847  

Parking and Concession Credits       (156,979)                   -            (9,807)   -    

Other 1 - -        (3,579)        3,080  

Taxes            5,140              5,140                969            969  

Total   $ (55,123)       203,734          52,698      77,755 
 

    Other City Cash Flows: 
    Standard Concession Use Fees 

(includes event-related catering) $   184,650          184,650          59,495       59,495  

Parking Revenue            6,861              6,861           11,854       11,854  

ATM Fees             5,335              5,335                884         884  

RV Revenue (nightly rentals)            4,913              4,913           13,840      13,840  

Tourism Event Funding       (23,175) - - - 

Net Revenue to the City    $  123,461         405,493         138,771  163,828   
 

¹Event B was charged $3,080 for facility damages and received a $6,659 credit for 50% of shuttle 
service costs from the event to north parking lots. This credit was negotiated after the contract 
execution. The two transactions resulted in the net credit of $3,579. 

SOURCE: Auditor analysis of event invoices, contracts, fee schedules, and WestWorld internal revenue reports.  
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3. The same contract terms were inconsistently applied between the two contract 
years. The City produced two Fourth of July events in partnership with the Food & 
Alcohol sublicensee and an event production company, in 2014 and 2015. After 
costs, the parties were to share the event’s net profits equally. However, the City 
received ticket surcharges in 2015 but not in 2014. Similarly, the sublicensee paid 
the City concession fees in 2014 but not in 2015. Also, WestWorld management 
reduced the City’s share of 2015 profits by about $2,600 without documenting the 
reason, a $1,500 event deposit in 2014 deducted from WestWorld’s share of the 
proceeds was later refunded to the event producer, and the City’s typical event 
support costs were not billed to the producers in either year.  

B. Although not in the written agreements, the contract administrator has reduced the 
Food & Alcohol sublicensee’s use fees to the City, effectively paying for the following: 

• Interest on the vendor’s security deposit—Both the Monterra and WestWorld 
contracts require security deposits totaling a combined $50,000. The older 
1996 Monterra Agreement credited the vendor for interest earned on this 
deposit. The 2013 contracts, though similar in many respects to the earlier 
contract, specifically omitted this interest credit provision. Using a copy of the 
1996 provision as support, the contract administrator has continued to provide 
the credit, about $440 each year.   

• Liquor license enforcement costs—Since January 2016, the contract 
administrator credits the vendor for 50% of its off-duty police costs. The 
sublicensee hires the officers to help enforce liquor license rules, such as 
ensuring that outside alcohol is not brought in. Although not required by the 
agreements, this credit has totaled about $3,300 through July 2017. 

C. Certain agreement terms for catering-related revenues and use fees need further 
clarification or enforcement. Both the Food & Alcohol and Monterra Agreements 
define Gross Food Sales to include all the contractor’s (or subcontractor’s) receipts 
from activity in the Use Areas (see text box on page 7).  

While the Monterra Agreement provides for a flat 2% use fee, the Food & Alcohol 
Agreement specifies tiered use fee percentages: 10% for Catering (served to a group, 
ordered in advance as a single order and a single payment or billing), 20% for Food 
Service to individuals, and 30% for Alcohol Service. For some situations, the use fee 
percentages do not appear properly applied: 

• Cash bar sales of alcohol at catered events are normally included in catering 
sales, paying a 10% use fee. However, bar sales do not fit the definition of 
catering within the Food & Marketing Agreement. Instead, cash bar sales more 
appropriately fit in the Alcohol Service category because the sales are to 
individuals rather than to groups. As well, the vendor has not maintained point-
of-sale records to support cash bar sales amounts. One catered event we 
reviewed had cash bar sales totaling about $5,800. These alcohol sales should 
have resulted in $1,740 use fee rather than a $580 use fee.  

• The sublicensee typically included related equipment rentals, labor charges 
and service fees in its catering revenues and paid the 10% use fee. However, 
when the sublicensee was the event producer, these amounts were not 
reported as catering revenues. For example, the sublicensee charged its 
customers for equipment fees totaling about $600,000 for two holiday parties it 
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produced in the TNEC North Hall. These equipment fees were not reported as 
revenue and included in the use fee calculation.  

According to WestWorld management, because WestWorld charged the 
sublicensee for facility rental fees, their other event production revenues were 
not included as catering sales. However, the Food & Marketing Agreement 
specifies that all business transactions by the sublicensee within the use areas 
are included in Gross Food Sales. The additional use fees for these two events 
would have totaled $60,000. 

D. Having defined terms for contractor-produced events can help to avoid the potential 
appearance of preferential treatment. 

The current terms of the Food & Marketing Agreement do not cover the possibility of 
the contractor or subcontractor also serving as event producers. As mentioned in 
Finding 2C, in some instances the Food & Alcohol sublicensee directly produced 
events, renting the TNEC facility and organizing the event. Similarly, the Marketing 
contractor’s representatives have also produced some WestWorld events through their 
separate event production company. Allowing the contractors to produce WestWorld 
events can help activate idle facilities and increase revenues. However, because of 
their close working relationship with the Contract Administrator who oversees the 
events, care should be taken that they follow standard requirements and do not 
receive any perceived preferential treatment in scheduling or contract terms. 
Particularly given the informal billing adjustment processes used at WestWorld, 
waiving fees or reducing use rates risks the appearance of preferential treatment. 
Establishing contract terms that define parameters for contractor-produced events 
could help reduce this risk.  

 

Recommendations: 

The WestWorld General Manager should: 

A.  Ensure accurate event and concession revenues and event expenses are recorded 
rather than using the subcontractor fees to pay event losses.  

B. Ensure the Food & Marketing and Monterra agreement use fees are enforced or 
modifications are properly formalized and approved. 

C.  Consult with the City Attorney’s Office about questions regarding the determination of 
Gross Food Sales. 

D. Consult with the City Attorney’s Office regarding contract clarification for contractor-
produced events. 

 
 

3. Several aspects of contract administration need improvement. 

Several aspects of contract administration should be improved, including avoiding any 
perception of conflict of interest, and ensuring contractual deadlines are met, equipment 
inventories are provided, reports to Council are accurate, use fee reviews are effective, 
and vendor roles are appropriately defined. As well, terms relating to the City’s ownership 
of the WestWorld website and social media sites have not been formalized and the sites 
are registered to the contractor. 
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A.  The Contract Administrator should avoid any perception of conflict of interest by not 
accepting personal discounts from WestWorld contractors. 

During the audit, we determined that the Contract Administrator held a personal 
event at Monterra. Based on the related records and discussions with the sublicensee 
representative, it appears the Contract Administrator received a room rental fee 
waiver due to his business relationship with them. The financial effect on the City’s 
revenue was negligible. However, the potential for conflict of interest is increased 
with any personal transactions between contractors and contract administrators, 
especially when the contract administrator is the primary evaluator of contract 
performance.  

The City’s ethics code prohibits accepting anything of value for performing official city 
duties. In particular, gifts and other personal benefits should not be accepted if 
acceptance could reasonably be construed as an attempt to exert improper influence 
on any municipal decision or action or as a reward for any official action. The related 
Administrative Regulation, AR 320, further clarifies that discounts may not be 
accepted if they are based on the employee’s role with the City, are not provided 
directly by the City or are not available to the public or to a broad class of individuals, 
such as government workers or employee groups within Scottsdale. The AR provides 
that the Human Resources department will review potential ethics issues. 

B. Certain contractual requirements have not been applied: 

1. Timelines for payments to the contractor have not been followed—Both the base 
and the percentage marketing fees have contractual payment periods that are not 
being followed. 

• The percentage marketing fee pays the contractor a specified percentage after 
WestWorld event revenues exceed $3.2 million. The resulting fee is due 10 days 
after the end of the quarter once this revenue amount is recorded. The 
Agreement further states the fee should be paid on a cash basis as the City 
receives the event revenue. Instead, WestWorld has not been paying the 
percentage marketing fee until 5 to 6 months after the City’s fiscal year end 
accounting and reporting is completed, a process which is accrual-based rather 
than cash-based. Further, a clerical error caused WestWorld to underpay by 
$2,000 the FY 2014/15 percentage marketing fee due to the contractor. With 
closer review of the supporting documents, the approving manager could have 
identified this error.  

• According to contract terms, the $200,000 base marketing fee is to be paid in 
quarterly installments beginning July 1, 2016. Instead WestWorld continues to 
approve the full lump sum payment at the beginning of each fiscal year. The 
intent of this contract provision was likely to minimize the City’s financial risk 
should the contractor not perform.  

2. Equipment inventories have not been provided—The Food & Marketing and 
Monterra Agreements both address maintenance and ownership of items in the use 
area after the termination of the agreements. The contracts require the contractor 
to submit annual equipment inventories including certain information, such as the 
equipment classification (as defined by the contract), date of acquisition, the 
acquisition cost (or value at installation), and the estimated current value. Upon 
Agreement termination, the City may choose to retain all equipment, paying fair 
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market value for Specialty items, such as the kitchen equipment that was 
purchased and installed by the subcontractor.  

3. Timelines for the completion of the TNEC kitchens were not met—The Food & 
Marketing Agreement required Kitchen 5 to be operational by June 30, 2014, and 
Amendment 2 required the remaining 4 kitchens to be operational by September 
30, 2016. Neither of these deadlines was met, with Kitchen 5 being operational in 
February 2015 and the remaining 4 kitchens in January 2017. While various factors 
appeared to affect timely completion of the project, including City procurement of 
construction services, the Contract Administrator’s files did not document the 
causes of the delay and the contractual deadlines were not formally adjusted.  

C. Improvements can be made to ensure completeness of information provided to the 
City Council. 

In reviewing information provided at Council meetings regarding the Food & Marketing 
Agreement, we noted that two key pieces of information were not clearly presented: 

• Kitchen Build Out—Neither the December 2013 presentation to City Council nor 
the Food & Marketing Agreement itself clearly identified the City’s remaining 
obligation to build out the TNEC kitchens. During his related City Council 
presentation, the former Community and Economic Development Executive 
Director stated the kitchens had already been built out. And the Agreement 
stated “The Kitchens in the North Hall and the Equidome are currently 
completed with stubbed out utilities and heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning” and the Vendor is to “provide all other construction, work, 
materials and improvements that may be necessary” to make the kitchens 
suitable for food and alcohol service. Yet Exhibit M of the Agreement included 
a list of the kitchen build-out tasks remaining to be completed by the City.  

In March 2016, at the request of the contractor, Amendment 2 revised the 
completion deadline of kitchens 1 through 4 and clarified that the City was 
obligated to build out the kitchen infrastructure. The City’s build out was not 
completed until November 2016. 

• Pay for Performance—In the same presentation to Council, the former 
Executive Director stated the revenue targets in the contract must be met 
before the City would “pay for performance.” However, this is not consistent 
with the contract language or with actual practice.  

The increasing revenue targets specified in the agreement serve as a 
performance measure for evaluating whether the contract should be continued 
each year. Separately, performance-based pay ranges start at amounts lower 
than the specified revenue targets. Despite not meeting the target revenue 
thresholds, the marketing contractor has earned a Percentage Marketing Fee in 
all eligible years.  

D. The marketing contractor’s use of the WestWorld name may inaccurately portray its 
relationship with the City. The contractor’s employees use WestWorld logos on their 
communications and business cards rather than the contractor’s name. Particularly 
when combined with renting office space at WestWorld, this may incorrectly create 
the appearance that they are City employees. The Food & Marketing Agreement 
emphasizes that the contractor may not make decisions for or enter into agreements 
on behalf of the City, and the vendor must operate under its actual legal name.  
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E. Contract revenue reviews can be strengthened. Quarterly, the Food & Alcohol 
sublicensee submits concession and catering revenue reports by event, along with 
supporting documents. Some months may contain as many as 30 to 40 different event 
revenues. The WestWorld staff reviews the reports against the submitted cash register 
reports and catering sales reports or invoices.  

• To facilitate this review and ensure that all applicable revenues have been 
reported, management should consider using a consistent event labeling or 
numbering method. Differing names make reconciling the WestWorld reports, 
vendor reports, and catering invoices more time consuming.   

• WestWorld staff should note the third-party vendors that are actually on-site 
during events for comparison to the reported revenues. Currently, management 
solely relies on completeness of the subcontractor’s reports.  

• Electronic spreadsheets with the event detail would facilitate the quarterly 
reviews. Minor errors found in use fee calculation may be more easily detected 
in this format.  

F. Terms regarding the ownership and maintenance of the WestWorld website and social 
media have not been formalized.  

As part of the Food & Marketing Agreement, the contractor was required to develop a 
website for WestWorld. However, the contract terms do not address key aspects of 
this requirement. Typically, City websites are created in coordination with the IT 
department and the Office of Communication, the website is hosted on City servers 
and the web domain is owned by the City. In WestWorld’s case, the contractor 
registered the new web domain as its own, developing and creating the website 
outside of the City’s IT infrastructure. The City’s IT and Communications departments 
have subsequently approved this exception to their policies.  

In 2014, the contractor’s marketing subcontractor at the time emailed the City’s 
Communications Director stating that “…the City owns all (WestWorld) websites, social 
media sites, blogs, newsletters, etc.” Because the Food & Marketing Contract does not 
contain provisions for the ownership of work produced by the contractors, it is not 
clear that this understanding is shared by the primary contractor.  

The City’s Web & Design Services Manager and Communications Director were given 
login access to monitor the WestWorldAZ.com website, but had not been given access 
to the social media pages prior to this audit. Login access to one social media page 
was lost when a past contractor employee left.  

 

Recommendations: 

A. The City Manager should request Human Resources to review the potential ethics 
issue. 

The Contract Administrator should: 

B. Ensure contractual timelines are met and equipment inventories are updated annually 
and submitted.  

C. Ensure contracts and reports to City Council contain accurate information. 
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D. Work with the City Attorney’s Office to review the vendor’s use of the WestWorld 
name to ensure that the vendor’s role is not misrepresented. 

E. Review current processes for verifying concessions and catering revenues for efficiency 
and effectiveness. Consider working with the Food & Alcohol subcontractor to use 
common labels or event numbers, verifying third-party vendors on-site during events, 
and reviewing use fee calculations electronically. 

F. Formalize terms relating to the ownership of work products produced through the 
Food & Marketing Agreement, including ownership and maintenance of the WestWorld 
website and social media sites. 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN 

1. A more fully developed Marketing Plan may help improve its effectiveness.  

Recommendations: 

The WestWorld General Manager should: 

A.  Require the vendor to incorporate more data and research-based analysis, including a 
complete pricing analysis, to support the marketing plan’s conclusions and strategies. 
Further, City staff should work with the vendor and other stakeholders to address 
challenges, such as private-use limitations. 

The City Manager should consider establishing additional reviews and input to help 
ensure that the WestWorld marketing plan’s objectives and strategies are aligned with 
City goals. 

B. Require the vendor to complete the marketing activities described in the contract. 

 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:  Will implement action plan to align with item A & B in #1. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  WestWorld GM and City Manager 

COMPLETED BY:  6/29/2018 

 

2. Concession revenues were generally reported in accordance with terms, but exceptions 
were not documented and some terms are unclear. 

Recommendations: 

 The WestWorld General Manager should: 

A.  Ensure accurate event and concession revenues and event expenses are recorded 
rather than using the subcontractor fees to pay event losses. 

B. Ensure the Food & Marketing and Monterra agreement use fees are enforced or 
modifications are properly formalized and approved.  

C.  Consult with the City Attorney’s Office about questions regarding the determination of 
Gross Food Sales. 

D. Consult with the City Attorney’s Office regarding contract clarification for contractor-
produced events. 

 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:  Will immediately put an extra step in cross checking all reports and 
if modifications are necessary will document with more detail for the file.  

There are two Council approved contracts that are heavy on food & beverage sales. The funds 
are dispersed and accounted for through the WestWorld food vendor.  Will check again with 
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City Manager, City Treasurer and Budget office along with City Attorney office for best 
amendment options.  If contract amendment is necessary, will send to City Council for action.  

Food and Monterra agreements will be reviewed by City Attorney and City Manager and if 
amendment for clarity of use fees is necessary, will pursue and schedule for Council action.   

Will schedule and consult with City Attorney regarding all questions on determination of Gross 
Food Sales.  

General Manager will consult with City Attorney’s office and City Manager for clarity in 
documents and process for the Food vendor roles as food vendor and event producer. 

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  WestWorld GM and administrative staff in conjunction with City 
Manager. 

COMPLETED BY:  7/1/2018 

 

3. Several aspects of contract administration need improvement. 

Recommendations: 

A. The City Manager should request Human Resources to review the potential ethics 
issue. 

The Contract Administrator should: 

B. Ensure contractual timelines are met and equipment inventories are updated annually 
and submitted. 

C. Ensure contracts and reports to City Council contain accurate information. 

D. Work with the City Attorney’s Office to review the vendor’s use of the WestWorld 
name to ensure that the vendor’s role is not misrepresented.  

E. Review current processes for verifying concessions and catering revenues for efficiency 
and effectiveness. Consider working with the Food & Alcohol subcontractor to use 
common labels or event numbers, verifying third-party vendors on-site during events, 
and reviewing use fee calculations electronically. 

F.  Formalize terms relating to the ownership of work products produced through the 
Food & Marketing Agreement, including ownership and maintenance of the WestWorld 
website and social media sites. 

 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE: Partially Agree 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:   

A. GM will schedule review by City Manager and Human Resources. To be completed by 
2/5/2018. 

B. Management will ensure all timelines are met more timely and updated annually.   

C. Management does ensure all reports are accurate for City Council and will continue 
with City Manager, City Treasurer, Risk Director and Tourism Director review, input 
and signature.  

D. Will work with City Attorney and review all vendor use of WestWorld name and ensure 
no misrepresentation.  
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E. Will discuss and work with vendor for consistent coding on vendor reports to more 
align with WestWorld coding. Management does receive monthly reports ahead of time 
from vendor on assignment for subcontractor food vendors. WestWorld staff will put in 
place simple verification process of which subcontractors worked on which event. 
WestWorld does have a pre-event assignment from the vendor. We will document 
weekly when subcontractors are used and where they are placed (focused on which 
event). 

F. Management will work on formalizing ownership of contractor’s use of WestWorld 
website and media sites.  

RESPONSIBLE PARTY:  WestWorld management staff, GM, Budget Analyst, Event Director and 
Contract administrator 

COMPLETED BY:  3/30/2018 
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